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ABSTRACT
Critical thinking skills that enhance the ability of individuals to understand and make sense of the world and events and situations around them are one of the foremost research areas in the educational system of various countries. As a critical thinking individual, decisions made by the teacher in his/her class, the activities he/she has performed and the explicit and implicit messages given by him/her to the class are clearly observed by the students. It is believed that the situation of teachers’ having critical thinking skills and critical thinking personality effects on students’ perceptions and achievements about critical thinking. In this context, the aim of the research is to determine the perceptions of the teacher candidates about critical thinking and to observe the changes in these perceptions over time. Interviews were held with 11 prospective teachers for two times for 4 years and their thoughts on critical thinking were examined. According to the findings obtained, the thoughts of the teacher candidates regarding the critical thinking do not change over time but they are not seen enough. Teacher candidates make decisions with emotional references and they are reluctant to inquire and research.

1. INTRODUCTION
The most important way to gain democratic culture and thinking action for individuals is modern education. Modern education aims to raise individuals who can think, criticise, interpret, test, and question [1-3]. In this context, thinking and being able to think have an important place in modern education. Knowing instinct and curious impulse which are at the core of thinking have the power of change and development as the individual’s evolutionary, hereditary development and change [4]. Thinking is defined as the ability to make comparisons, analyze, synthesize, understand connections and forms [5]. In other words, thinking is the regulation and evaluation of the conceptualizing, practicing, analyzing and evaluating the information obtained by thinking, observation, experience, intuition, reasoning and the other ways [6]. It is the job of linking information [7]; is the way of understanding/interpreting the world [1]. According to Cüceloğlu [8] thinking is an effective and goal-oriented cognitive process that involves many processes in order to understand the present situation. One of the most important functions of language is to provide thinking, especially thinking critically [9, 10] and becoming competent in critical thinking skills through language, individuals have the ability to read, understand and express their thoughts clearly and apprehensibly [11]. Critical thinking, based on certain criteria and methods such as clarity, consistency, reasoning, skepticism and correct reasoning on any subject, case and idea; thanks to both the problem-solving and the problem-seeing capacity, which recognizes inadequate ways of thinking, exhibits a deeper tendency
of thinking, attitude and skill based on research attaching importance to evidence and conclusions, thus aiming at achieving consistent, reasonable conclusions and judgements, not merely any of conclusions, is a thinking process which is open to change and self-correcting by constantly controlling his own. Critical thinking is collecting evidence and supporting them with evidence before accepting anything [12]. Sternberg [13] argues that critical thinking is the mental processes, strategies and presentations that people use to solve problems. According to Kazancı [14], critical thinking is the attitude and skills used in the processes of judging and evaluating the consistency and validity of the problem with different criteria. Facione [15] has divided critical thinking skills into sub-dimensions of interpretation, inference, explanation, analysis, evaluation and self-regulation. Cüceloğlu [8] defines critical thinking as an active and organized mental process aimed at understanding ourselves and the events in our circle by applying what we learn, in the consciousness of our own thought processes, taking into consideration the thought processes of others. According to Üstündağ [16], it is a process involving intellectual skepticism and being skeptical and information gathering in this direction. In addition, critical thinking is a mental and emotional process involving scientific thinking, evaluation and improvement based on new situations and criteria, the effective and impartial disciplinary application of thinking processes that require examine and question sophisticatedly in the process of knowledge acquisition [17, 18]. According to Munzur [19], critical thinking is seriously asking for meaning, evaluating knowledge and making analysis. Critical thinking skill that enhance the ability of individuals to interpret and understand the events and circumstances of the world and their circles are one of the areas of research highlighted in the education system of various countries [20, 21]. Some educational psychologists [22, 23] state that the concept of critical thinking is an important element in 21st century education. Huit [23], in the information age, thinks that thinking plays an important role in a person's success. For this reason, all societies, especially through educational systems, are trying to raise individuals who are inquisitor, questioner, critical thinker, sensitive, participating, have problem-solving skills and knowledge and able to communicate effectively [24-27]. In our everyday life, the concept of "criticism" is frequently used, and it is discussed how critical thinking, which is one of the higher-order thinking skills, can be transferred to this life. There are also debates about how this is taking place through educational efforts [28]. Critical thinking is often understood as a set of concrete, transferable and measurable skills and competences [29]. Teaching critical thinking formally, this is regarded as a skill that can be taught and developed; actualize through the learning outcomes in the curriculum. In this process, the perception and competences of the teachers about the subject are as important as the curriculum applied. Because, critical thinking skill is a skill that can be taught to individuals of all ages, and teachers are the most important factors in teaching this skill [25]. In order to be able to raise individuals who can think critically, it is firstly necessary for teachers to acquire critical thinking, to acquire the ability to use it throughout life, and to be trained in this way. Because a qualified teacher, besides having the knowledge and skills required in the subject area and the pedagogical competencies of the profession, should have the skills thinking, questioning and criticizing, developing and being open to new ideas [30]. From this point of view, the development of critical thinking skills of prospective teachers will provide them with the opportunity to explore and develop their own potential by influencing their intellectual development in a positive way [31]. As the teachers are the people directly responsible for this process, the most important task falls to the teachers. Decisions made by the teacher, as a critical thinking individual, in his / her class and the activities he / she has performed, the explicit and implicit messages given by him / her are carefully observed by the students. It is believed that the teachers’ -as a role model in the classrooms- critical thinking skills and state of having the characteristics of a critical thinking individual have influence on the students’ perception of critical thinking and critical thinking achievements. In this regard, opinions of teacher training institutions and the students there about critical thinking and teaching critical thinking gain importance. How the prospective teachers define critical thinking, the examples of behavior that teacher candidates regard as a sign of critical thinking in their everyday life and academic life, how they perceive themselves in this context, their thoughts about taking advantage of critical thinking skills in their professional and personal lives are all important issues. On the other hand, it is important to emphasize whether the pre-service training process has any effect on these considerations. The probable / expected contribution of educational experiences from the first grade to the fourth grade to the teacher candidates’ world of thought should be questioned. Competence in the critical thinking skills of Turkish and Primary Mathematics teacher candidates should be prioritized in achieving these skills in the students and especially in reaching the modern educational goals. Because learning and teaching environments in Turkish and mathematics teaching should be organized in such a way as to encourage the students to develop their critical and creative thinking skills, to encourage their originality, encourage them to learn and to express their thoughts [24]. For these reasons the main aim of the research was to determine the Turkish and Primary Mathematics teacher candidates’ critical thinking skills and their thoughts about how to gain this skill to the students in their professional lives by referring to their own opinions.
The main aim of this research is to determine the thoughts of the prospective teacher candidates about their critical thinking skills by referring to their own opinions and to examine whether these considerations are influenced by the period of undergraduate education.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

As the teacher candidates' opinions were handled in accordance with their declarations, the research designed in qualitative research design. Interview technique was used to gather data.

Students who are studying in the undergraduate programs of Turkish Teaching and Primary Mathematics Teaching at Necmettin Erbakan University Ereğli Education Faculty constitute the research population. The sample is based on convenience sampling and volunteerism. The research aims and duration were explained and interviews were held with the students who wanted to participate in the study. Since the study was designed as a longitudinal study, the sample was selected once in the spring semester of 2013-2014 academic year on the basis of volunteerism among the first year students. The first interviews were conducted by the second researcher with 13 teacher candidates. The second interviews were repeated by the first researcher in the fall semester of 2016-2017 academic year. Due to the data losses experienced during the fall semester of the 2016-2017 academic year, the initial interview data of these participants were also not included in the analysis. In the end, 11 teacher candidates (Turkish Teaching 3F, 3M; Primary Mathematics Teaching 2F, 4M) formed the study group of the research. The average age of participants is 22.3. All participants maintained the vast majority of their lives in the city center. Information related to study group is given in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Date of Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC₁</td>
<td>Turkish Teaching</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₂</td>
<td>Turkish Teaching</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₃</td>
<td>Turkish Teaching</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₄</td>
<td>Turkish Teaching</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₅</td>
<td>Turkish Teaching</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₁₂</td>
<td>Turkish Teaching</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>(do not want to participate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₆</td>
<td>Primary Mat. Teaching</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>(gone with undergraduate transfer, reached via email)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₇</td>
<td>Primary Mat. Teaching</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₈</td>
<td>Primary Mat. Teaching</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₉</td>
<td>Primary Mat. Teaching</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₁₀</td>
<td>Primary Mat. Teaching</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₁₁</td>
<td>Primary Mat. Teaching</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC₁₂</td>
<td>Primary Mat. Teaching</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(gone with undergraduate transfer, could not be reached)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a data collection tool in the survey, “interview form for critical thinking” prepared by Yılmaz Özelçi [32] was used. The semi-structured form consisting of 9 questions and descriptive questions was tested with interviews with 2 teacher candidates outside the sample. A tape recorder was used during the interviews in accordance with the permission received from the participants. Each interview lasted 20-25 minutes on average. The obtained data were solved with inductive and deductive understanding in terms of themes (self-recognition, decision-making, generating alternatives, objectivity and evidence seeking) that formed the interview questions and stated in the aims of the research. The coefficient of agreement between the coders was calculated and found to be acceptable. Findings, accompanied by individual quotes were presented according to the order of the questions in the interview form. In the quotations, teacher candidates are mentioned according to the numbers in the raw data in the form of TCx.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Teacher candidates' views on self-recognition status in first and fourth grades

First of all, Turkish teacher candidates were asked to "introduce themselves in three words and explain why they chose these words." All of the teacher candidates answered the question without hesitation. They have included in their descriptions personal thoughts or features that their friends / circles ascribe them. While a teacher candidate chooses to identify him/herself in terms of living conditions and surrounding contexts, all other participants are successful and confident in recognizing themselves. In 2017, the fourth-year teacher candidates were asked to identify themselves again. Teacher candidates frequently mentioned the examples and the experimentations they have gained from past experiences when describing themselves.
In parallel with their statements in the first grade, they tried to define themselves through their past experiences, personal opinions, or features that their circle ascribes them. Among the expressions of the teacher candidates, the most remarkable is that the three teacher candidates (2 F, 1 M) express themselves using the same expressions used in the first grade. In particular, TC1 directly identifies herself through the same example. Examples of the statements in the first and fourth grade of TC1 (F) are given below, respectively.

TC1 (F): Emotional, overemotional, fidgety, and loving to laugh. My emotional being is maybe because of the horoscope. I'm a Pisces. Everyone says I'm emotional. Maybe that's why I am. But I have sensuality. Even in the slightest case my eyes brim with tears. I am a person who loves laughing. I smile immediately in the slightest thing. Even if nobody laughs, I still laugh at the most disgusting humor. Sometimes people find me odd. I like to be active when it comes to being fidgety (2014) TC1 (F): cheerful, emotional, and chatty. My circle says I'm like that. I think I'm like that, too. Even the simplest jokes I laugh. I even smile at people I do not know. I like to smile. I'm a Pisces. Sensuality is also from characteristics of my horoscope. I agree with that. If a movie or an advertisement has any sensuality, my eyes brim with tears immediately (2017).

Secondly, primary school mathematics teacher candidates were asked to "identify themselves in three words and explain why they chose these words" during the spring semester of the 2013-2014 academic year. In the definitions of the five teacher candidates, they expressed opinions about themselves with their personal thoughts as well as the words that they thought their friends/circles associated them. Four teacher candidates gave examples from their lives while describing themselves. Fourth grade primary school mathematics teacher candidates were asked again the words they would choose and the reasons of choosing that words when they wanted to introduce themselves to someone he met for the first time. Teacher candidates mentioned the examples and the experimentations they have gained from past experiences when describing themselves. While teacher candidates in the first grade were predominantly defined both in terms of their personal thoughts and those of the people around them, in the fourth grade this situation has changed. They have identified themselves in the fourth grade, on the basis of their own viewpoints. Among the expressions of the teacher candidates, the most remarkable is that the three teacher candidates (TC6, F; TC8, F; TC10, M) express themselves using the same expressions used in the first grade. Particularly, TC8 (F) and TC 10 (M) define themselves directly on the same sample. Examples from the statements from the first and fourth grades of TC8 (F) and TC 10 (M) are given below respectively:

TC8 (F): Determined, ambitious and stressed. I am a person who is determined, who loves to live life to the fullest, loves to live life to the fullest deeply both when I am sad and happy. Third is the stubborn, we can say. This is both my thoughts and the ones that ascribe me. For example, if I feel sorry for an event, I can wear too much myself out. I feel very sorry. This does not make much difference; it could be a very trivial event or an important event. This is same when I feel happy. I can be happy for something tiny in the same way as a big thing. Determination; for example, I like to go over something I do not like or cannot do. I said I was stubborn, but this means if I wanted something, I would insist on doing it. (2014) TC8 (F): Determined, ambitious and stressed. I am determined because I am very persistent in my decisions and I do not give up my decisions easily. For example, I decided to become a teacher in primary school 5th grade, and this decision continued until the last grade of high school, and now I am a teacher candidate. I am ambitious, because I do not give up working and trying to do it for the second time when I fail. I recover my frustrations, but I keep working again. I am stressed and I reflect this on every work I do in every area of my life. For example, even when doing a simple homework I feel too much stress and I cannot relax without completing homework (2017).

TC10 (F): Pessimist, idle and lazy. I don’t want to do anything. Especially at school. I cannot take a positive look at an incident. It does not happen willingly; it happens automatically. My circle says the same. (2014) TC10 (F): Pessimist, idle and lazy. I think negatively against any kind of thing, I cannot think positively. I'm not determined to do a task; I do not want to do it. I do not like to work any matter. I’m reluctant (2017).

When examining the expressions of primary mathematics teacher candidates at first grade, it was determined that especially the male teacher candidates (TC7, TC9, TC10, TC11) had a negative evaluation such as "pessimistic", "lazy", "idle", "obsessed" and "thoughtful". It was observed that the female teacher candidates (TC6, TC8) did not include negative descriptions for themselves much in the first grade. When examining the expressions in the fourth grade of the teacher candidates, it is not seen that the majority of the teacher candidates, except one teacher candidate (TC10, M) have a negative evaluation of their own characteristics. The situation is similar for Turkish teacher candidates. When teacher candidates’ statements either in the first grade or in the fourth grade are examined, it is unlikely that none of them make negative evaluations about their qualifications or dissatisfied with any situation.
3.2. Teacher candidates’ views on decision making in the first and fourth grades

Questions were asked to teacher candidates to understand their decision-making processes. They were asked to explain by examples from everyday life decisions to critical decisions how they follow making decisions processes. Teacher candidates’ answers are summarized under the headings of information gathering process, decision making criteria and situation of making wrong decision. All of the Turkish teacher candidates stated that they had lived without planning and that they decided instantly according to what happened during the day. Only one teacher candidate said that she usually postponed the decision making by saying, TC2 (F), “not last much longer, but I still think and wait till the last day. I cannot decide immediately, I have to think in every aspect and generally it remains to last”. Two teacher candidates (TC2, TC5) identify themselves as “indecisive”. Teacher candidates’ thoughts on the information gathering process are similar. TC1 also stated that he is in charge of his decision-making process in addition to his uncertainty, saying that “I decide difficultly. But I decide absolutely; I do not go out without a decision. In the final I decide by myself. Namely I decide myself. Sometimes it happens when I regret, but even then I do not ask one. I decide my decision”. Turkish teacher candidates find it necessary to gather information when deciding. The primary source of information for all participants is family. Other sources for participants who indicated that they get initially their parents’ opinion on the topic are experienced people, trusted / loved friends. Teacher candidates, on the other hand, mentioned many different criteria when they gave their decisions. The criterion such as liking, suitability to family structure, benefit / damage provided by the result, prices affect the decisions of the teacher candidates.

TC2 (F): generally in the direction of my father; I think it is good for me too if something is good for him. I usually consult my father. The general stance of my father; he allows me for lots of things, sometimes he says no when I never expect. If I have friends who can think well, I consult them. Then I have a guiding instructor, I ask him. TC4 (M): First, I consider the extent to which the event will affect my family, I think of my family. I look at the influence on the people around me: maybe the society I live in requires this. When I do something important, I think family oriented as it is not just for me but for my family too. I mean, it can be difficult. It is very difficult if the thing is contrary to my character and my family. I have a lot of contradictions in me, and I make the decision that influences my family at least.

In general, it has been seen that the Turkish teacher candidates care the thinking of others (family/friends) and abide by this criterion during the decision-making process. Another question directed at the participants is what they experience and what they feel when their decision is wrong. While all of the Turkish teacher candidates stated that they would be sorry in such a situation, no teacher candidate mentioned "remorse". The two teacher candidates (TC2, TC5) stated that besides their sadness they would try to correct the situation they are in even if they were not to return from their decisions; the other three teacher candidates said that even if they feel sorry, this sadness would not make change their decision. This situation is explained by the teacher candidates TC3 (M) “I do not regret it because I decide, I made it myself with my own thoughts. The outcome may be bad; this decision came out of me. I go on even if there is an error, because I made it. I do not return because of loss.” by TC5 (M) “I feel sad actually. I did not want to take the incident again. Even if it is wrong, I bear it. I have to bear it, do not return to beginning.” In the expressions of the Turkish teacher candidates, one of the questions that most differences are observed over the years is the questions about "decision making". In 2014 all participants expressed that they live without planning, but in 2017 they separated their expressions into “simple decisions” and "important decisions"; they have emphasized that in important decisions, the decision-making periods are "long" and the thinking processes are "detailed". The two teacher candidates (TC2, TC5) explain the decision-making process in the same way that they use at the first grade. The expressions of TC2 are:

...I try to decide what is best... 2014

...the result is more important to me. I try to make a decision according to the result whether it will harm or make me happy in the end. Rather than the difficulties in the process, the results affect me much more...2017

In 2017, suitability for personality, advantages / personal benefit, level of expectation satisfaction, risk of decision, and environmental factors are added to the criteria that participants used in decision making in 2014. When asked about their feelings and actions when they are wrong, their answers were partly different from the answers they gave in 2014. While none of the participants who previously stated that a wrong decision would upset them, but did not speak of regret; when they came to the fourth grade, three teacher candidates expressed their remorse. TC1 (F) stated that he is postponing further to compensate for an existing regret, and TC5 (F) has expressed his regret as an experience. TC3 (M) stated that he would not change his decision even if he regrets saying “I feel regret. I maintain my decision even if it is wrong. If I started something, I go on even if it is wrong”.

After the Turkish teacher candidates, the questions under the heading "decision making" were directed to the primary school mathematics teacher candidates respectively. Four of the teacher candidates
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stated that they had lived without planning and made an instant decision according to what happened during the day. The teacher candidates mentioned that they decided instantly by saying “I do not think too much. I let it go. I do not stay in quandary. Whatever I feel in my heart and I relieved with, I immediately decide. Someone called me, I accept it immediately. If there are two alternatives, I do my best and I bring the two together, but I will not give up any of them.” (TC6 (F)) and “I make an instant decision. I act without thinking. When deciding to what I wear, I wear what I find in the wardrobe. It’s not about befit well to me or not, they are not all good anyway. I have not have brand obsession until today. I buy after I decide it.”(TC7, M). TC11 (M) has also explained the decision-making process by saying “I cannot say that I made my university choice myself anyway. We went to a private teaching course and I told them what I had in my mind. A teacher from private teaching course told me to think about being Mathematics teacher. Afterwards, I find it logical somehow and I chose Mathematics teaching. It’s hard for me to make decisions. I cannot be quite sure. I do not know anymore, mystery. I cannot be sure”. TC8 (F) exemplified that she does not make a sudden decision by saying “I have research habit. It happened recently too. Someone shared one saying on a social network site on the internet. A saying I’ve heard before. But I had heard that it belongs to someone else, I searched on the internet. I saw that the writing on the site was correct, and what I knew was wrong. Then I did not get convinced and I sent a message to one of the instructors. Then we looked at the books with him-so and so. If I am obsessed with something, I do research.” All primary school mathematics teacher candidates find it necessary to gather information in the decision-making process and their primary source of information is family. Other sources for participants who indicated that they initially get the opinion from their parents on the topic are experienced people, trusted/loved friends. Teacher candidates, on the other hand, mentioned about many different criteria when they make their decisions. The criteria such as liking, suitability to family structure, benefit/damage provided by the result, price affect the decisions of the teacher candidates.

TC8 (F): first of all I think very much. If a limited time is given to me, I do not ever leave to decide for the last minute. I definitely make time for myself for the possibility of changing my decision. I do not leave for the last minute. For example, if I have 18 days, I will think until the 15th day. Seriously. My criteria are as follows; how can this decision affect me, how can it affect my family can I be happy with the decision I made, or not, then; I consider most whether I want or not. Of course my mother’s and my father’s wishes and desires are also important. I get their opinions. Again, I get the opinions of my friends whom I trust in sincerity and I decide accordingly.

Another question directed at the participants is what they experience and how they feel when the decision is wrong. All teacher candidates have stated that they will be sorry for such a situation, but no teacher candidates outside of the two teacher candidates (TC8 F, TC11 M) have mentioned "remorse". TC11 (M): I regret, in the simplest term. I try to fix it. A fault confessed is half redressed.

In 2017, the decision- "making " titled questions were redirected to primary school mathematics teacher candidates again. In 2014, four participants said that they had lived without planning and made an instant decision, but in 2017 the number of participants has fallen to three. In general, the criteria that the teacher candidates stated to use to decide have not changed over time. The following are the thoughts of TC9 (M) relating to the matter:

TC9 (M): My decisions. In fact, most of the time, I avoid from making sudden decisions. But when I was angry I decided a lot and sometimes I cannot get ahead of it. Because when I'm angry I am blind to everything. Of course it is not about violence or anything like that. (2014) TC9 (M): I usually make a quick decision, I get a quick proceed. My family usually supports my ideas. Especially my brothers tell me that they are behind me whatever I decide (2017).

When asked about the feelings and actions of participants in the situation of making wrong decisions, their responses were partly different from the answers they gave in 2014. Two of the participants who stated that a wrong decision would upset them mentioned about remorse before, but when they came to the fourth grade, only one teacher candidate (TC10 M) expressed that he feels regretful. TC8 (F) and TC11 (M) who said that they would regret their mistakes in the first grade said that they would no longer feel regret in such a situation in the fourth grade.

3.3. Teacher candidates' views on generating alternatives in the first and fourth grades

The views of the teacher candidates about being open to alternatives and the inclination to generate alternatives when necessary are also covered within the scope of the research. Findings related to the views of Turkish teacher and primary school mathematics teacher candidates were given respectively. A teacher candidate (TC1) from the Turkish teacher candidates stated that if the data in her hand did not provide a solution, she would seek an alternative and a teacher candidate (TC4) would decide to seek an alternative according to the importance of the problem; while the other three teacher candidates indicated that they considered the alternative important when deciding. Example of teacher candidates' views: TC3 (M): I do not
think of one solution, I find solutions. I specify the stages of these; plan A, plan B in order. I turn the solution in my mind and I use an alternative.

When they are in fourth grade, the opinions of the Turkish teacher candidates differed. It has been observed that previously, two teacher candidates who were "open" to generate alternatives saw this as "unnecessary / confusing" in the last grade; and a teacher candidate who has previously been "closed" to seek an alternative sees this as "necessary" in the last grade. TC1 (F): There may be more than one solution to a problem. I will apply the one which is the most reasonable and the most economical. If there is only one solution, I will use it as well. If a solution is given to me and if it makes sense I will enforce it, but if it is unreasonable, of course I think, and seek new alternatives. When the opinions of primary school mathematics teacher candidates regarding the subject in the first class are examined; two of the prospective teachers (TC6, F; TC7, M) stated that they would not seek another solution if there was a single solution. Four other teacher candidates expressed that they are open to generate alternatives. A teacher candidate (TC11, M) stressed that time is decisive in the point of generating alternatives by saying “…Depends on time. For example, I look at the time when solving Turkish on the exam, and if I have 10 minutes, I pass by marking the question directly. If I have time, I read.” Examples of teacher candidates' opinions on the topic are as follows:

TC8 (F): Much more alternatives may be better for me. I choose multiple alternatives. For example, I went home, my mother has gone. First, I call my mother. If she doesn’t answer, I call my father. If he doesn’t answer too, I go to my grandmas, if she is absent, I go to my aunt. I fend for myself somehow. I read anyway all the options in examinations. Even in some tests I know obviously that the right option is "a", and actually I do not even need to look at the others, but I still read them. Sometimes I do it, even if it's a waste of time. Thinking that, I may change my mind.

When looked at the views in the fourth grade, unlike the Turkish teacher candidates, there was no difference in the views of the primary school mathematics teacher candidates. While the thoughts of the five participants remained the same, a prospective teacher who previously indicated that she was "close" to generate alternatives, stated that she saw it as "necessary" in her final grade. Some examples from teacher candidates’ expressions are:

TC6 (F): I search for more effective solutions until I am certain that the solution is right for me.
TC7 (M): It would be enough for me, too. I do not generate alternatives, I use the ready one.

3.4. Teacher candidates' views on seeking evidence in the first and fourth grades

Turkish and primary school mathematics teacher candidates were asked in which situations they believe the truth or validity of an idea, in which situations they changed their decisions and how they evaluate advertising and propaganda. When the opinions of Turkish teacher candidates regarding the criterions of the accuracy of knowledge are examined; they were found to decide with emotional references. Teacher candidates believe in the validity of knowledge according to the plausibility of the discourse or the state of being persuaded. In dual conversations, the speaker's credibility seems to be enough to believe and persuade. Family elders, person's style and attitude, people's general perception / circle and age are the most basic criteria affecting the decisions of teacher candidates. Two teacher candidates summarized their thoughts on this subject as:

TC5 (F): There are moments I cannot decide. I talk to the others, I think same as the people I trust. I ask my family. Of course they can also make the wrong decision, but when everyone says "yes" in a topic, it is very low to be wrong. I do not know. I try to learn by asking a friend. Depends on her personality...

The thoughts of the Turkish teacher candidates regarding the source of information are remarkable. The main sources for participants to "research" are internet, close / trusted friends and family. In the research process, it was observed that the candidates' "readings" were "read from the internet" and when they expressed "research" they mean "establishing a communication chain with their friends via social media or sms". On the other hand, again in the above example (TC5), “…when everyone says "yes" in a topic, it is very low to be wrong" is a devastating finding of research. When the same participant was asked “You read a news on a newspaper and find it suspicious, what do you do?” she replied “neither I like to investigate, nor am I curious. I read and it finishes there; I do not mull over.” When Turkish teacher candidates asked about the possibility of changing their decision, four teacher candidates stated that their decisions change and they thought it is natural, but one of the teacher candidates (TC3, M) indicated that he changes his decisions, but he is not pleased with this situation. Examples from the teacher candidate's expression are:

TC3 (M): If I were the only one living in this world, I would have only one idea. But for some people you have to change that idea. I am not pleased with it but you are obligated. For example, if I am going to buy a car with my father, I choose one and my father chooses another. I insist on my choice. I try to disparage his choice. If I cannot success then there is nothing to do. Well, if I know what the subject is, I will answer better. On the topic of politics I hear out. But if I see a difference, if it's really true, I focus on the subject and I really remain constant. The opposite person tells and tells and I try to find mistakes. I weigh
whether there is a contradiction in his sayings. I try to change his mind if I really value him. I listen to the opposite person and give the nod, I do not mind.

TC2 (F): Of course, decisions change. They change according to where I live, what I learn about the situation. I don’t know, I mean, it doesn’t matter. Sometimes it can change after very long time; sometimes it changes in the morning after the evening. Probably; if you are interacting with the right people in the place you live, of course it may change, but such a topic does not come to my mind. For one thing, if he is yelling too much while talking, I probably will not tell him my idea; he will not understand no matter what I do. If she does quite calm and coherent explanations, I will reveal my own ideas.

We asked the Turkish teacher candidates about their thoughts on social norms, advertising and propaganda, and how these affect them. One teacher candidate (TC5, F) stated that advertising and propaganda affects herself and one teacher candidate (TC2, F) expressed that she is partially influenced; while the other three teacher candidates stated that they were not affected. Social norms have been identified as a criterion that guides decisions for all participants. Examples from participants’ statements are as follows:

TC1 (F): The social rules are not so. It must already have effect on people. For example, when I came from Mardin, the first, speeches affected me. I have not seen much tradition but the dishes are different. But when I’m going to do something, there is no such thing in my mind as I am doing something shameful. But it should actually, because people in the community can find odd. But the person must be himself, so I do not consider it. Maybe something negative, but I do not. My friends are so too. Some of them are very influenced by the rules an daven they warn me by saying “you are doing this in there, actually you shouldn’t”

In the 2016-2017 academic year, the questions about the process of decision making and justification of their decisions were asked again to Turkish teacher candidates. When the responses were examined, remarkable findings were obtained. In particular, two teacher candidates responded to different questions through examples given in first grade interviews. A teacher candidate, in part, made the same explanation. While the participants state that they can change their minds by the guidance of the people they trust their sayings and knowledge, official and credible sources are enough for them to believe and persuade. A teacher candidate TC2 (F) has referred to the criterion of change in thought as usefulness and experience by saying “if I lived something to change it or if it is no longer important to me I change my idea”. Again the basic data sources of teacher candidates are friends and the internet. A teacher candidate stated that he insists on not to change his thoughts. Examples of teacher candidates' statements are given below:

TC4 (M): If someone who is more knowledgeable than me tells me that my opinion is wrong, and if s/he explains it reasonably, then I change. But normally my thoughts do not change easily. If it is not reasonable news, it cannot change. If I have a very qualified opinion, it will not be affected. But if the effect is a little, then it may change. I changed the minds of others… it is relevant to my trust in the source of the news. For example, if an instructor I trust in says something, I do not try to get to the source much. After all, he's proven himself. But sometimes doctored news comes out on internet pages. I investigate the truth of this. I go into researching what I hear when it's a person or page that does not prove itself. When I am researching, if I have friends in the setting I am in, I first wonder about their views on that subject. I do research on that matter. After that I do this research on the internet. My internet page has four news pages. Whenever there is an incident, the report comes out from all. I base my idea on their common writings. Then, look at it on internet.

The opinions of Turkish teacher candidates about advertising and propaganda, social norms and how these affect them are also in parallel with the opinions they have in first class. Four teacher candidates stated that they were not affected by them. Social norms have been identified as a criterion that guides decisions for all participants. A teacher candidate (TC5, F) has shown her contradiction in terms by saying “social pressures generally do not impress me very much, but religion and style of clothing influence me”. All the questions under the heading “Seeking evidence” were also directed to primary school mathematics teacher candidates. Teacher candidates are asked in which situations they believe the truth or validity of an idea, in which situations they changed their decisions and how they evaluate advertising and propaganda. The responses are presented under the themes of criterion of accuracy, criterion of decision-changing, effect of advertising and propaganda. When the opinions regarding the criterions of the accuracy of knowledge are examined; primary school mathematics teacher candidates were found deciding with emotional references. Teacher candidates believe in accuracy of knowledge according to the plausibility of the discourse or the state of being persuaded. In dual conversations, source of knowledge or the speaker's credibility seems to be enough to believe and persuade. Family elders, person’s style and attitude, people's general perception / circle and age are the most basic criteria affecting the decisions of teacher candidates. Two teacher candidates summarized their thoughts on the subject as:

TC6 (F): I think it's true if what I see in the newspaper or what I hear from my friend sounds logical to me. If I think so too, I believe it and it sounds me logical. But if I do not like it, and it is against to my thought, I do not accept saying "no." I do not think it can be, it is absolutely lie. If I like it, it’s okay.
The primary sources of primary mathematics teacher candidates to "research" are the internet and close / trusting friends. On the other hand, expression of a participant (TC8, F) “But if I see with my eye, I hear with my ear, or I have concrete examples that are tangible, I believe it easier” is open to debate in the context of critical thinking skills. Primary mathematics teacher candidates were asked whether it is possible to change their decisions. While all of them declared that their decisions changed and they thought it was natural, a teacher candidate (TC9, M) explained the situation as:

TC9 (M): Of course, if I think I'm doing wrong, I change my mind. Sometimes things can happen like; you can see that what you really think is right is wrong. It can be after a long time. For example, as I am a mathematician, I give an example from Mathematics. For example, you know a formula and you can solve all the questions that come up against it. In fact, you cannot solve all the questions with one formula. The lecturer says, you do not believe. That had happened to me; I invented a formula and I solved all the questions using it. Then the lecturer said that you cannot apply this formula to every question. I did not believe. Then he gave me a question and I saw that the formula did not really work. I agreed.

Three teacher candidates indicated that their families and close circles were very influential while changing their decisions. It was asked to the candidates of primary school mathematics teachers, their thoughts about advertisements and propagandas, social norms and how these affected them. Three teacher candidates (TC6, F; TC9, M; TC10, M) stated that the advertisement and propaganda did not affect themselves, while the three teacher candidates (TC7, M; TC8, F; TC11, F) stated that they were partially influenced. Social norms are important criteria that guide decisions for all participants. Examples of participants' statements are as follows:

TC7 (M): The subject that the advertisement refers to must be something I'm interested in. I do not think I like something in the ad and buy it. Absolutely I go and look at it. Propaganda works, I think, affects people. I did not witness personally. For example, hand kissing. I attribute it to respect, I do not regard it as tradition. Social rules must go on. When I was in 9th grade, the students were making up. We firstly got annoyed. But we did the same in the 10th grade.

In the 2016-2017 academic year, when the questions about the decision making and justification of their decisions were asked again to primary school mathematics teacher candidates, remarkable findings were obtained. Especially two teacher candidates have mentioned that they think what the majority says important in describing a matter as correct. The most basic criterion used to believe in the correctness of knowledge is again family. A teacher candidate expressed her opinions by saying “First I look at the reliability of the source where from I hear it. Then look at on which subject it is told, where and when it is told.” The opinions of primary school mathematics teacher candidates regarding the source of information are similar to their views in 2014. The main sources for participants to “research” are internet and close / trusted friends in 2017 too. The situation in which teacher candidates expressed “I read or research” was again observed as “reading from the internet” in 2017.

TC7 (M): But if it's a curious matter, first ask my friends, and if they do not know, I do search on different websites.

Unlike in 2014, in the fourth grade, changes in the situation of changing thinking of primary school mathematics teacher candidates were observed. In 2014, all the teacher candidates were open to change their minds, and in 2017, two teacher candidates (TC6, F; TC10, M) stated that they did not change their minds. A teacher candidate's thoughts are exactly the same as the first-grade thoughts.

TC6 (F): Sometimes I do not believe that it is wrong no matter how wrong it is. But even if I believe, it is very few. The thoughts of others are very valuable, but for me it is only an alternative thought.

The thoughts of primary school mathematics teacher candidates about advertising and propaganda, social norms and how these affect them differ slightly from the first grade. In the first grade, advertising and propaganda partially affected the three teacher candidates; in the fourth grade, no teacher candidate is influenced. In addition, while social norms were influential on all prospective teachers in first grade; in the fourth grade, two teacher candidates stated that social norms did not affect themselves.

TC10 (M): I'm never impressed by something I do not like or do not care about. Social pressures… No, it can’t

3.5. Teacher candidates' views on objectivity in first and fourth grades

Teacher candidates were asked about their views on taking sides and objectivity and were asked to explain these two situations based on their own experiences. The questions were first directed to Turkish teacher candidates and then to primary school mathematics teacher candidates. The most striking point of the discourses of the Turkish teacher candidates is that they do not regard the taking sides or the objectivity as "good" or "bad". For teacher candidates, the concept of taking sides includes the meanings of being connected to a thought or a common point, objectivity includes the meanings of neutrality, not participating
in both thoughts, reaching a common result. Only a teacher candidate has stated that he disapprove of taking sides. Examples of teacher candidates' expressions are given below.

TC5 (F): Taking sides is to be behind that person in an incident. Objectivity is not telling to anything to both sides, that’s it. People do not have to take sides or be objective. It may vary depending on the setting. For example, I am seen as objective on political issues. I have my own opinion but I try not to reflect it to the other side. It’s same in religious matters. I have a belief in my own way, but others do not need to know about it. There is something I take side and I really believe in. I stand behind it.

During the interviews, the question was asked to the Turkish teacher candidates, " How do you react it, if someone you love very much do something you get very angry with when someone else do it? " While four of the respondents said that in such a case, the person he loves will be more tolerant and personal closeness will soften his reaction; one (TC3, M) indicated that the reaction will not change regardless of who the other person is by saying “I will certainly open my mind to her, I will tell her not to do it again. It does not matter if it's my friend.”

Turkish teacher candidates were asked again in 2017 about their views on taking sides and objectivity and were asked to explain these two situations based on their own experiences. Unlike the previous expressions, in the fourth grade, the three teacher candidates defined taking sides as a negative situation. A teacher candidate's explanation related to the topic is quite striking: TC1 (F): Taking sides means to be in one side and in one opinion. I define objectivity as a person who is not blindly bound up with anything and knows how to think critically. Taking sides is tightly binding up with a certain ideology. Objectivity respects that ideology as well as other ideologies. I think the difference between them is respect/disrespect. A teacher candidate, on the other hand, describes the negative thoughts of taking sides as: TC3 (M): the word “party (taking side)” should not be in a language. Taking sides is according to whom, according to what? A person should not be a member of any community. If s/he becomes a member, s/he will proceed according to the upper mind’s thoughts, so this word evokes a bad meaning for me. It’s being in equal distance to all institutions. This is my ideology. Objectivity is not being a member of anything. When you take sides, you join a group. Objectivity is also a bridge to freedom. I think, everyone should use his/her own mind. S/he should not be under the influence of anybody. S/he must act rationly first.

In the fourth grade, the question was asked to the Turkish teacher candidates again: " How do you react it, if someone you love very much do something you get very angry with when someone else do it? ". Previously, two teacher candidates (TC5, F; TC1, F) who stated that the reaction to their loved ones would be softening this time stated that they would express their reaction harshly. Likewise, the teacher candidate (TC3, M), who stated that his reaction cannot be changed according to the person before, expressed that his reaction to his loved ones would be softer this time.

After the Turkish teacher candidates, all the questions regarding taking sides and objectivity were directed to the primary school mathematics teacher candidates; they are required to explain these two situations according to their experiences. Primary school mathematics teacher candidates have expressed the concepts of taking sides and objectivity differently. A teacher candidate (TC6, F) indicated that taking sides is more correct by saying "... taking sides is not exactly the same as the fanatic, but similar. Objectivity is against them. But objectivity is not good. I think that people's thoughts do not thrive so. One can not develop himself. Of course, it's not good being too much fanatic, but people will not be objective either "while another teacher candidate (TC9, M) defends objectivity by saying "... objectivity is generally better. Nobody comes to discuss with you when you are objective. When you take a side, you have to constantly argue ... They're all discussing each other. There are even dead people". The other four teacher candidates did not consider taking sides or the objectivity as "good" or "bad". They mentioned that if there is a matter of interest, closeness or a situation that affects human life negatively, they should take sides and they can take side or be objective according to their life situation. Examples of teacher candidates' statements are given below.

TC8 (F): These are the partisanship that emerges because of our religion and national feelings. But human beings must take the sides that do not contradict their value judgments, or in situations that move their national feelings into action. But if there is no crime against humanity or a situation that kills or exploits people in the country which we have no political or social relations, it is necessary to leave its internal affairs to itself. Animals cannot be slaughtered too. They are already weak creatures, compared to humans. Anyway a person and an animal cannot be considered equal; that is, in all situations which is considered as crime against humanity, one definitely must take a side. But it will not be considered a crime against humanity, how to say, I do not remember an example. There is a protest in a country, Turkey can be take side if there is a protest related to human rights, but it is not necessary for Turkey to take side for something ordinary. Both people and countries can take sides from time to time. There is no good or bad in the situation of taking sides or objectivity. According to one's own values and point of view this may change. I think it would be wrong to say that it is good or it is bad. TC11 (M): Taking side is not a bad thing. (Two friends are arguing.) I do not
take a side. If one is wrong, I tell it, I do not support. I take side so. In such cases, I cannot distinguish either taking sides or objectivity. One must be objective in war situations. If others are making war, it should not be supported. One need to take side of right and should also say “stop”. I begin the sentence objectively and end it by taking side. During the interviews, question “How do you react it, if someone you love very much do something you get very angry with when someone else do it?” was asked to primary school mathematics teacher candidates. The two male teacher candidates (TC7, TC11) who participated in the survey said that in such a case they would tolerate the loved ones and their personal intimacy would soften their reactions, they told that they cannot have a heart to say or do something. A teacher candidate (TC8, F) stated that her reaction will not change, she will not favor him and only her appeal would be more moderate by saying “… I speak more formal with other people. I tell, but in a moderate way to acquaintance ones. You are closer to the people you know, and you do not want to hurt them. So maybe it is not because I want to hurt other people, but because we do not have any sincerity in advance. Not favor.” Three teacher candidates (TC6, F; TC9, M; TC10, M) say that if the person is acquaintance, they would get angrier.

In 2017, the primary school mathematics teacher candidates’ opinions were asked again about taking sides and objectivity. Unlike their previous statements, when it came to the fourth grade, all teacher candidates had no good or bad evaluation of taking sides and objectivity and it has been observed that the ideas of the two above-mentioned teacher candidates (TC6, F; TC9, M) have changed. Teacher candidates have defined the taking sides as sympathizing with a topic, being side with something, being in favor of an opinion/situation. Objectivity is defined as being in non-side, not being involved in anything, being neutrality, non-thinking community. A teacher candidate's description related to the topic is quite striking: TC8 (F): taking sides is one’s being in the side that s/he finds closer to his/her ideas, interest, etc. and objectivity is sort of being mixed up in an affair. If I exemplify this with mathematics, to be able to take a side one should be in the intersection set with the person or community that s/he takes side. If people do not intersect in one or more other subjects, there is no side relationship. This intersection can be pure and profitless, but also it can be in the direction of interests. In fact, the best example of this is the alliance countries in a war. While countries that are trying to achieve the same goal are gathered on the same side, the opposing ones also gather against and form a counter side. In case of objectivity, one is neutral and treats equally to all kinds of opinions. There is no certain opinion or ideology in objectivity.

During the interviews, the question was asked to the primary school mathematics teacher candidates, “ How do you react it, if someone you love very much do something you get very angry with when someone else do it? “Teacher candidates' views on this topic differed from the previous ones. While the three teacher candidates' (TC6, F; TC8, F; TC11, M) thoughts did not change in the fourth grade, a teacher candidate (TC7, M) who stated previously that his reaction to the loved one would be softer said that he would express his reaction harshly this time. Two teacher candidates (TC9, M; TC10, M), who stated that their reaction to the loved ones would be tougher, said that the reaction would be softer this time. Primary school mathematics teacher candidates were asked in 2017 again, “If they should dismiss someone from employment as a boss, who will they dismiss and how they will determine this person”. Teacher candidates stated that when they decide on the people to be dismissed from the work, they will act rationally by not using emotional criteria and the only criteria will be the job performance. A teacher candidate said that he could not do such a thing. Finally, as a continuation of the above question, "What would be your attitude if the person whom you decided to dismiss is close to someone who you cannot offend?" was asked to primary school mathematics a teacher candidate. Two teacher candidates (TC8, F; TC9, M) stated that they would change the person to be dismissed from the job, or they might consider a different possibility.

With this research, it was aimed to determine the thoughts of the prospective teachers about their critical thinking skills by referring to their own opinions and to examine whether these ideas are influenced by the period of undergraduate education. Within the scope of the research, the interviews were conducted with the teacher candidates in the first year and last year of the undergraduate education and the findings of both interviews were approached comparatively. Questions directed to teacher candidates are sample cases that are compiled from daily life practices and field independent. They are asked to explain, with the reasons, how will be their feelings, thoughts, and reactions to them. When the research findings were examined, it is seen that the opinions of the teacher candidates about critical thinking generally did not change much from the first year to the fourth year. The point of view that they have while starting their undergraduate education remain the same in the course of the time. Teacher candidates who can be described as "critical thinkers" in the direction of their answers complete their education in the way they started; it is seen that the teacher candidates who are thought to be far away –according to their answers- from this thought are also assigned/ will be assigned to the "teaching" profession by completing their undergraduate education with the same thought. When dealt with in this context, undergraduate education and informal aspects of this education should be considered. What is and what should be the social, cultural and educational contribution of the four-year undergraduate education to the teacher candidate are among the topics to be discussed.

What is critical thinking? A longitudinal study with teacher candidates (Serap Yılmaz Özelçi)
Interviews were made with students of Turkish and primary school mathematics teachers’ undergraduate program. The Turkish teacher education program differs from the primary mathematics teacher education program in terms of course content and type of LYS (university admission exam) score used for student admission, but the responses of teacher candidates to examples from daily life are similar. On the other hand, the courses taken during the undergraduate education process and course contents also differ for both departments. The inability to observe the effect / contribution of all these differences on the thought systems reveals the shortcomings in the context of the transferability of course content in education.

Teacher candidate discourses are examined in terms of "self-recognition", "decision making", generating alternative", "seeking evidence" and "objectivity". Looking at the theme of "self-recognition", it is seen that all participants regardless of their branch can identify themselves confidently and easily in both the first and fourth grade. While benefiting from environmental references from time to time, it is important for teacher candidates to be able to articulate their positive and negative aspects. According to Cüceloğlu [8], a self-aware person is aware of the events in the external world as well as his own internal experiences. As he can observe the effects of the circle on himself, he knows that he is also active in the process. Being in the roles of learning environment regulators and class administrators in the educational environment in the near future teacher candidates’ being aware of their own competencies and limitations gain importance in the context of the role of "environmental regulator".

Under the theme of "decision making", teacher candidates were asked how they decided, how they gathered information, how they thought and acted in case of wrong decision. Under this heading, when the changes in thoughts from first-grade to fourth-grade are examined, the change in the thoughts of Turkish teacher candidates is higher than that of primary school mathematics teacher candidates. Especially in the first grade teacher candidates who emphasized that they could make "instant" decisions, ignoring the importance of the subject, emphasized that they would make a "profit and loss account" when they reached the fourth grade. There can be many factors that explain this change. Age is one of these. Experience that comes with age may have influenced the decision making mechanisms of teacher candidates. There are many research findings that show that age has an influence on individuals' ability to think critically [33-36]. Gilstrap and Dupree [37] deal with the situation in a different context and emphasized that the increase in the time students spend in school has a positive influence on critical thinking. When asked to teacher candidates how they gather information, it is seen that the primary source of information for all teacher candidates is the family. When considered in the context of its effect on critical thinking skills, this finding is in line with many of the literature on the subject [38-44]. When they were asked what their feelings and thoughts were after the wrong decision, they responded in the first grade with the concepts of regret and sadness, while in the fourth grade this situation was expressed as "stand behind their decision". However, standing behind the wrong decision is not an expected behavior for critically thinking individuals. According to Kazanci [14], seeing and struggling to correct mistakes is a sign of thinking skill and among the qualifications that a scientist should possess.

The theme of "generating alternatives" is again one of the titles that teacher candidates' thoughts differentiate according to the branches. Opinions and thoughts of the Turkish teacher candidates regarding the topic differed from the first grade to the fourth grade. However, this differentiation is not favorable or desirable. Some teacher candidates who find the alternative "confusing" in the first grade see it as necessary in the fourth grade, while for other teacher candidates this situation have progressed in the opposite direction. Teacher candidates do not have standard thinking about openness to change and belief to the need for searching alternative. In primary school mathematics teacher candidates, generally, from the first grade to the fourth grade, the point of view which is unchanging and being content with what they have is dominant. Alternative generating is a common definition used among critical thinking definitions [15, 45, 46]. Openness to alternatives and new experiences are indicative of the need for thinking. One of the most striking findings of the research is the findings obtained under the title "seeking evidence". In the research process, it was observed that the candidates' readings were "read from the internet" and when they expressed "research" they mean "establishing a communication chain with their friends via social media or sms". The situation is similar for both branches. It is thought-provoking that the teacher candidates who are expected to develop their students’ basic skills, such as scientific thinking skills and critical thinking skills take different track other than scientific research. The regulation by the Ministry of National Education in 2004 critical thinking skills defined as an ability to look at matters with a questioning approach based on suspicion, comment on, and make decisions. It also has sub-dimensions such as finding cause-and-effect relationships, capturing similarities and differences in detail, sorting by using various criteria, determining the reasonableness and validity of given information, analyzing, evaluating, sense-making, and making inferences [47-49]. The skill is presented to the students in an explicit way through the teaching programs, implicitly with the teacher's attitudes and behaviors. In this context, the attitudes, perceptions and competences of the teacher candidates regarding critical thinking are important.
The point of view of teacher candidates towards social norms is also covered within the scope of the research. In general, all participants argued that they were affected by this situation and that this was a normal behavior. In terms of advertising and propaganda, thoughts vary. While some teacher candidates have indicated that they will be affected by this situation, some see themselves far away from this situation. Some argue that their thoughts will not change with the influence of others. Both situations are thought-provoking in the name of critical thinking. Because critical thinking is defined as questioning reasons before believing in or doing something, and making decisions after a deep thought process [45]. Critical thinking, on the other hand, is also the basis of democratic citizenship. A democratic citizen is defined as a person who can think freely and aloud when necessary, who can make decisions on his own by taking into consideration the thoughts of others, who can look at events from different angles by not being under any influence and who does not accept the various propaganda and advertisements blindly and without questioning [14]. The expectation from the teacher candidates is to internalize the democratic citizenship characteristics and to be role models within the classroom. Teacher candidates’ "objectivity" perceptions emerged as the closest title to critical thinking. The teacher candidates in both branches treat the concepts of taking sides and objectivity in a similar and correct way and regard it as a "normal" situation. However, when the objectivity of teacher candidates is elaborated through different inquiries, it is observed that attitudes and behaviors may change in situations such as "acquaintances, respected ones, loved ones". Being objective in interaction with students in the classroom, being neutral and equally distant to the events is one of the important skills for the teacher. For this reason, "do not have a hearth for the loved ones" or "ignore because not to offend" are not acceptable. Within the classroom in which the teacher is a role model, the teacher has duties and responsibilities such as questioning, decision making based on evidences, and employment of democratic processes. In the pre-service period, awareness of these duties and responsibilities must be acquired. However, the fact that the not changing status of the teacher candidates who have reached the end of the education period has to be re-examined within the framework of education faculty programs and teacher competencies.

4. CONCLUSION
As a result, the critical thinking perceptions of Turkish and primary mathematics teacher candidates and their practices in daily life are similar but not "adequate". The extent to which they will contribute to their students in a situation where they are not adequately qualified is among the issues that need to be emphasized.

In addition, research findings open the debate on the transferability of critical thinking skills which is included/needed to include in the education faculty curricula to the life. In the curriculum, it is suggested to add critical thinking skills through activities to be held in either elective courses or compulsory courses. Research can be repeated with the participation of prospective teachers and interviews can be deepened.
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